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China- Britain AI Summit- 22

of September 2017

The Story
When CBBF started the task of organising China-Britain AI Summit back in April 2017 there was one goal in
mind: match the needs of the Chinese market with the capabilities of the UK, creating a mutually beneficial
momentum of cooperation and partnership. A win-win collaborative exercise!
Through deliverance of the inaugural China-Britain AI Summit, we have taken the first step in illuminating the
common ground in the capabilities of UK AI tech and the objectives of the Chinese technology space. Both
countries have wielded significant influence on the development of the human history and meeting social and
cultural challenges and reforms and yet Artificial intelligence has the potential to exercise the greatest impact
on human development of any technology to date. Therefore, it only seemed just to deliver a platform to
channel cooperative efforts; a road of collaboration.
As the Chinese saying goes: – If you wish to enrich, one must first build a road

With the developments of AI in China, the Chinese government has approved plans for China to become the
world leader in artificial intelligence by 2030. With the aim of making the industry worth $150 billion, China’s
State Council has issued a 3-step roadmap lining up the mindset behind how it wants AI to be developed in
different areas of its economy. The plan in summary:

1. 2020: Development of policies, standards and code of ethics to compliment the generation new AI
technology
2. 2025: Achieving major breakthrough in AI technology, industrial 4.0 and economy’s upgrade
3. 2030: China to become the world leader in AI, with the industry worth 1 trillion Yuan

With the scenes set in motion by the State Council, operators such as Alibaba and Baidu have already invested
billions of dollars in AI R&D platforms.

Meanwhile, with the UK looking more outwards than ever in a post-Brexit era, the UK’s start-up ecosystem
continues to flourish and consequentially attracts the highest quality talent and investment interest. It is
estimated that a new AI start-up has launched in the UK every week for the past 3 years. This amounts to a
total future contribution of £654bn to the UK economy by 2035. Ultimately, there is a synergy between what
the UK has to offer and what is in demand in China. UK government is eager to contribute, and this platform is
to showcase the value the UK as to offer.
Despite the youth of the market, the UK has produced world-leading AI technologies and start-ups, with the
market valuations to match. The classic example is DeepMind, a 2 year old start-up AI company that was
acquired by Google in 2014 for a staggering $650m. Out of this synergy and demand the summit was born four
months ago in early June.

The Summit slowly gained traction over the summer as speakers, panellists and moderators were added to the
roster and tickets were snapped up. In the final few weeks the Summit featured heavily on Twitter as it
continued to attract attention as the first event of its kind.
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The Summit started bright and early on a dewy September morning on the Strand next to the Savoy Hotel.
Preparations had been going on since 8am in the Institution of Engineering and Technology on Savoy Place
overlooking the Thames, the red-brick building finished in 1889 features a statue honouring Michael Faraday.
Delegates began arriving at 8:30am to tea and coffee, picking up their badges, the Summit brochure and a
small gift from CBBF and mingling in the Flowers and Marconi rooms. At half past 9 the delegates made their
way through to the stately Kelvin Lecture Theatre on the ground floor and the Summit began in earnest.

China-Britain AI Summit Agenda
Start

Finish

Activity

Details

08:45

09:25

09:25

09:35

Welcome Speech

Professor Jeremy Watson CBE, President of the IET

09:35

09:45

Opening Remarks

Jeff Cao, London & Partners

Keynote Speech

Communication, Singularity, Post Scarcity, Impact on Science & R&D, China
by

Registration & Refreshments

AI Impact on our Way of Life:
09:45

10:15

2030

Illuminating China & the UK’s AI Landscape:
10:15

11:15

Panel Discussion 1

Incubators, accelerator, Role of corporate & government policies, Science &
Innovation Parks, Role of universities, R&D platforms, Start-up culture,
China
2025

11:15

11:35

Break

Break

11:35

12:20

Panel Discussion 2

AI Opportunities & Investment:
Investment trends & deals, Early v Late stage, Valuations, Acqui-hiring

Ethics & Impact on Jobs:
12:20

13:05

Panel Discussion 3

Impact on jobs, Winners & Losers, Moral framework for AI development,
How to

Prepare for a New Era & Training

13:05

14:05

Lunch

Lunch & Networking

14:05

15:20

Live Tech Displays

Big Data, Fintech, Robotics and more!

15:20

16:20

Panel Discussion 4

AI Applications, with Q&A from Tech Displays

16:20

16:35

Closing Remarks

Closing Remarks

16:35

20:00

Evening Reception

Networking

Welcome Speech

The Welcome Speech was delivered by none other than the esteemed President of the IET, Professor Jeremy
Watson, who discussed the importance of the Summit and emphasised on the co-operation between the UK
and China. “The Artificial Intelligence has very significant role played UK’s future. In fact many people believe that AI
will become the most important technology in the world and I believe collaboration is sharing academic knowledge
and industrial practice. In July this year China has ambitious plans to be a world leader in AI by 2030. China has
already taken steps towards that goal by investing in talent. Most of the Chinese universities are running AI
programmes. It is estimated that 40% of the world’s training AI scientists are based in China right now. Of course AI is
all about data. That is why China has outstanding advantages because nearly all of them use their smart phone to get
online and there are incredible data sources. UK and China both have lots of AI space. This summit is a perfect
opportunity to start strengthening the collaboration between our two nations.”

Opening Remarks

Following him on stage was Jeff Cao of London & Partners’ Opening Remarks, discussing the importance of the
UK’s tech ecosystem and pointed out to the audience that technology is the largest area of investment from
China into London.

Keynote Speech: AI Impact on our Way of Life

The Keynote Speech was delivered by George Zarkadakis, Digital lead for Willis Towers Watson. George, an
excellent speaker and recent author of In Our Own Image: Saviour or Destroyer? The History and Future of
Artificial Intelligence raised some thought provoking questions about the future of AI and its place in our
society. A thoroughly philosophical speech!

Panel Discussion 1 Illuminating China & the UK’s AI Landscape

The first panel kicked off with a short presentation by John Zai of Cocoon Networks that laid out the
background behind the Chinese and UK AI landscape. Panel one was moderated by Sue Daley of techUK and
welcomed Thomas Balkizas from IBM Watson, Aaron Huang of Zige Education Robotics, Alan Greenberg of
WideCells Plc. Professor Jian Dai from King’s College London and Professor Philip Treleaven from University
College London to the stage. The panel started with a question from Sue and then moved on to discussing
audience submitted questions via slido. Delegates could use the IET WIFI to easily pose questions to the panel
and up-vote questions they found interesting. These questions would then appear on the screen behind the
panellists for Sue to choose. This made the panel sessions interactive and encouraged a wider audience to
partake in the discussion. Points of discussion covered included the singularity point, trust and scale, healthcare,
jobs, and China vs the UK in embracing AI and innovation.
China and the UK are natural partners to advance the AI sector," said Dai Jian of King’s College London. He
emphasized that the UK leads on creativity and cutting-edge niche-sector technology and China’s AI sector
enjoys huge market access, available financing, and great commercializing capability."

Aaron Wang, Co-founder of Zige Chinese Education Robotics Company, said "the development of AI requires
large amounts of capital investment. For example, there are about 2,000 AI or relevant AI start-up companies
and research institutes, and there are 20 thousand capital investors waiting to invest in the AI industry. The
Chinese AI industry benefits from these investments. I think that AI has been around us everywhere, such as ecommerce, take-away orders, electronics, shopping etc. There are lots of networks and intelligence
technologies around us and we are getting used to AI being everywhere."

A short break followed panel one in which tea, coffee and Danish pastries were served in the reception rooms.
The early speakers and panellists were quickly taken by members of the press for interview. Delegates then
streamed back into to the Kelvin Lecture Theatre for panels two and three.

Chinese Embassy Mr Bin Zhang Councillor for Economic and Commercial Affairs in discussion with Mr Aaron
Huang Co-founder of Zige Education Robotics Shenzhen (Mento) and Director of China Globalisation Centre chat
in the break between panel discussions
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Panel Discussion 2 AI Opportunities & Investment

The panel discussion was moderated by William Franklin of the China Investors Club, Rui Xu of Haitong Bank,
Jenny Tooth OBE from the UK Business Angels Association, Peter Lu of White & Case LLP, Alexandra Jarvis of
SDL plc, Dong (Douglas) Tao from Shanghai Foreign Investment Development Board and finally Jean-François
Fava-Verde from Innovate UK.
William Franklin started off a lively debate supplemented with questions from the audience which covered
investment concerns, the importance of data, different sectors particularly Fintech and cyber security,
technology transfers, recruitment from abroad and visa issues, profitability of investing in startups. The panel
was rounded off by panellist being asked if they had a million pounds which AI start-up they would invest in
tomorrow.

Panel Discussion 3 Ethics & Impact on Jobs

Moderated by David O’Toole of Harvey Nash Technology & Professional Services Practice the lively panel
discussion began with a short presentation from Professor Tom Sorell of Warwick University. George
Zarkadakis made a return to the stage alongside Sonya Rogerson of The British Standards Institution and
Antony Walker of techUK.
David kicked off the panel with a thought provoking and controversial quote from Elon Musk’s about AI being
the greatest threat to humanity. A lively debate ensued which covered Brexit, autonomy and liability, robot
rights, human values, The panel ended on a discussion over the ethics of sex robots.

Hungry delegates then made their way to a hot buffet lunch and networking. With a ravishing lunch to

follow:

Live Tech Displays

After lunch the live technology display began with Zige Education Robotics Shenzhen introducing their
educational robot, Mento.
Mento had already received a lot of attention and featured at London Fashion Week and at a British School
photo shoot. Mento also attracted lots of interest at our summit in the shape of selfies!
Continuing with singing and dancing, Mento delighted the audience after Jerry Huang, Zige Robotics CEO
introduced the company and their robotics technology.

Panel Discussion 4: AI Applications, with Q&A from Tech Displays
Tech Display Q & A followed and was moderated by Mark Hedley from China-Britain Business Council and the
panel was made up of the tech display presenters.

Zige was followed by illumr and Jason Lee demonstrating illumr’s 3D data analytics software and augmented
cognition to reveal and evaluate patterns in complex data. AMY Robotics was up next, presenting on its
robotics software and autonomous professional services robots. Jeremy Sosabowski, CEO of AlgoDynamix then
delivered a presentation on his financial risk forecasting software.
Last to the stage was Cheng Peng from King’s College London Centre for Robotics Research to discuss his PhD
research on using natural shapes and movements in robotics and mechanisms, bringing to the stage the
transformer robot and demonstrating the robot to the audience. Finally Qihan couldn’t attend the Summit in
person and so a video was played in their place demonstrating their robot Sanbot.

Closing Remarks

Syrus Lohrasb, CEO of China-Britain Business Fusion draws the successful summit to a close in his Closing
Remarks
“CBBF will play its small part to ensure that the synergies between the UK and China are fulfilled. As the UK
moves into a post-Brexit era, the technology space here will enjoy greater exposure to the benefits of
cooperation with actors across the entire globe. We are already working hand-in hand creating sustainability in
Belt & Road project. A project starting in China, right the way through Asia onto our own doorstep. Data
sharing, technology transfer, talent cross training. These are just a few of the operations we see as being of
paramount importance between China and the UK in the years to come. We do indeed live in interesting times,
and the opportunities before us are ripe for the taking.
As we plan for China-Britain AI Summit 2018 and I shall certainly keep you posted on that, I thank you very much and
I look forward to discussing the promising future together over a few drinks in just a few minutes.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I bring this China-Britain AI Summit to a close.“

Group Finish

Speakers, panellists and moderators gather on stage with Mento for a photo
Syrus then asked the remaining speakers and the Councillor Chinese Embassy to join him on the stage for a
group photo and celebrate the success of a wonderful day.

Let’s Network
Delegates were then treated to canapés, nibbles and wine at the evening networking reception rounding off
the day nicely and giving the audience a chance to chat to panellists, speakers and take photos with the Mento.

Delegates chat over wine and canapés

Staff & Volunteers

China-Britain Business Fusion would like to thank all of the Chinese Embassy London, all our partners, speakers,
panellists and moderators for their contribution and support.
Led by Catherine Jones, CBBF AI Project Manager, our special thanks also go to our heroes behind the scenes.
Summit assistants were provided by Cocoon Networks, the China UK Women’s Business Chamber and ChinaBritain Business Fusion.

Press & Footage
The Summit has been featured in a number of print and online press articles including EE Times, China Daily,
the People’s Daily and Times Publications. IET TV recorded the summit in full including interviews of major
speakers. Please find links below:
https://www.eetimes.com/document.asp?doc_id=1332494
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/tech/2017-09/26/content_32492868.htm
http://www.times-publications.com/article.php?id=113
http://uk.people.com.cn/n1/2017/0929/c352308-29568503.html
http://tv.people.com.cn/n1/2017/0926/c239891-29560324.html
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1068294.shtml?from=singlemessage&isappinstalled=0
The momentum driven by China-Britain AI Summit, a short interview by Catherine Drew of our participants at
the summit and myself to warp it towards the end. Catherine has produced this report for CGTN. It's online
now but also being broadcast on the tv network.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGM7N4GO4So

Quotes from Attendees
“Congratulations to you and your team for organizing and delivering such an amazing event! I enjoyed every
moment of it, learned a lot, and – importantly – realized how vital it is to link UK innovation to China’s data and
potential to scale. I hope that your foresight in organizing this event will be matched by forging collaborations
between innovators, investors, etc. as quickly as possible – the opportunity is just too great to miss.”
George Zarkadakis Digital Lead Wilson Towers Watson
I thought it was really great event, very well organised and hugely insightful.
Jason Lee Founder & CEO Illumr
“My compliments to you and your hard working team for an excellent event.”
Alan Greenberg Co-Founder - SVP Wideacademy
"The CBBF AI London summit brought together dynamic AI companies with leading academics and financiers
from the UK & China. It was an insightful and thought provoking day where I met AI companies, investors, and
academics. Highly commend the organisers for bringing the leaders in these components together in such a
professionally organised and beautiful surroundings
Farzin Yazdi, Head of Investor Visa, Shard Capital Partners LLP
"I found the China-Britain AI Summit to be both hugely informative and a fantastic opportunity to meet new
and existing contacts in a very friendly, informal environment".
Chris Baillie - Founder, The Artificial Intelligence Group on LinkedIn
“I wish to congratulate CBBF and all those who participated in the AI Seminar on their excellent management
of this unique event from the start to finish, and the wealth of first-hand knowledge that the panellists
provided to the audience on the subject. This was an eye-opening event teaching us what the world would look
like in the years to come!”
Ahmad Vahdat, Director, Satrap Publishing
“I write to thank you for the excellent event last week. I found it stimulating as well as productive.”
Stephen Bloch, Head of Innovation Warehouse
“Indeed I enjoyed the event a lot and thought it was very well organised , good quality speakers and attendees!
The topics discussed were very interesting some quite new and it came to stress the potential China has to
become a very strong AI contender. Congratulations on a successful first event.”
Maria Luciana Axente, AI Programme Driver - Marketing and Strategic Alliances @PwC UK

Pre-Summit Quotes

“China has ambitious plans to be a world leader in AI by 2030. The Chinese leadership plans to leverage AI to address a
range of economic, governance, and societal challenges aiming for AI to serve as a ‘new engine’ to advance future

economic development through unleashing a new industrial transformation. The IET is keen to highlight the huge
opportunities associated with AI and how it can transform our lives, therefore I’m delighted to be speaking at the
China-Britain Artificial Intelligence Summit.”
Professor Jeremy Watson CBE, IET President
Artificial Intelligence has seen enormous advancements in so many industry sectors in recent years. ZIGE believes that
AI in Education is a prime technology driver that will affect everyone and have a profound impact on our future.
Allen Liu, Founder and President of Zige Education Robot (Mento)
"The UK has a fast-paced and vibrant AI industry, built on an extended heritage of invention. From the work of Alan
Turing in the past to today's world-leading companies, the UK is leading the charge in AI innovation.
Daley, Head of AI, TechUK
“AI and robotics is moving rapidly from academic research into the real world we are entering a new era of robotics
and artificial intelligence which is changing our world”
Bill Lee, CEO, AMY Robotics Co., Ltd.
“Artificial Intelligence will not only revolutionise the way we work but also drive a new generation that would more
productively live with and work side-by-side”
Syrus Lohrasb, CEO, China Britain Business Fusion

Mento team with an excited Mento making its UK debut
See you in China-Britain AI Summit 2018 to be held in China

